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News In A Touch



Digital News Consumption Continues to Strengthen

• While TV was clearly the leading news 
platform in 2016, the gap between television 
and online news consumption sharply 
narrowed in 2017, with now 43% of Americans 
often getting news online 

• Social Media and news websites are the most 
common pathways to online news

– Consumers are now equally likely to get news 
through social media as they are to going direct 
to a news site  



Digital News Growth is Fueled By Use of Mobile Devices

• Mobile devices have rapidly become one of 
the most common ways for Americans to get 
news

• Among U.S. adults, 85% now get news on a 
mobile device, reaching the same level as 
desktop

• Fully 45% of U.S. adults often get news on a 
mobile device, now far surpassing desktop 
levels at 31%
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How Do Our Local Results Reflect Mobile Trends?

• comScore results for local sites throughout 2017 reflect the overall digital news trends

– Desktop numbers are down YOY, but relatively flat throughout 2017

– Mobile UVs, reach, views and visits are up significantly YOY  

– Mobile total views, views per visit and total minutes are all significantly lower than Desktop, reflecting 
the lower engagement of the mobile environment



Recent Mobile Growth is Driven By Older Americans

• With mobile device ownership and news use already 
near full penetration among younger adults (94%), the 
recent surge has mainly come from the lagging 
adoption among older Americans  
– In 2017, 67% of Age 65+ now get news on a mobile device, 

up from 43% in 2016

• Among consumers who get news on both mobile and 
desktop, there are significant differences in platform 
preference
– Younger consumers under age 50 indicate much stronger 

preference for getting news on mobile

– Older Americans still prefer getting news on desktop, 
despite their boost in mobile news usage



How Do Our Local Results Reflect Mobile Age Trends?

• While Mobile UV growth among Age 18-34 is flat throughout the past year, the growth 
among Age 55+ trended higher throughout the year and is up +127% YOY
– This growth among Age 55+ has shifted the UV age composition numbers.  While age 55+ accounted 

for 28% of our UVs in Oct 2016, they now account for nearly 35% in Oct 2017 (+25% YOY)



Incidental Digital News Consumption Is Now Routine

• There is a strong incidental nature to the digital 
news experience – finding news mixed in with 
other online activities, rather than specifically 
seeking it out

• Consumers ‘happen upon’ news online while in the 
midst of doing other things or getting other news 
– often encountering topics of interest while 
already consuming other content

• Younger consumers are much less likely to 
deliberately seek out news



Digital News Consumption Impacts Brand Recall

• In this era of shared news, the degree to which people are 
aware of the sources that produce the news they get 
online is significantly lower, with only 56% of consumers 
able to name sources of news they clicked on

– This is particularly the case when news is shared via links and 
often not identified with the brand name in the same way as 
on a news site 

– 10% of consumers named Facebook as the source, even 
though Facebook does not produce the news stories on the 
site 

• Lower brand recall is a heightened issue among younger 
consumers, further amplifying the need for strong 
branding and unique, recognizable digital experiences



News In A 
Touch

It’s A Social World



Social Media Continues to Expand as a Primary News Source

• In 2017, 47% of Americans now get news from social 
media sites often/sometimes

• More Americans get news from multiple social media 
sites, with 26% getting news from at least 2 or more 
sites
– Users of Instagram, Snapchat and WhatsApp are particularly 

likely to get news across multiple social networks, with at 
least 90% of their news users getting news on at least 2 
social sites
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Social News Growth Driven By User Diversification

• Social Media diversity has expanded in the past year, with more older 
Americans, non-whites and lower income HH turning to social for news
– While younger Americans are still much more likely to turn to social sites for news 

(78%), more than half of Adults Age 50+ now get news on social sites

– Usage among whites and nonwhites in 2016 was equal, but nonwhites are now more 
likely to get news on social sites

– Similar shifts were seen for Americans without a college degree
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Facebook Continues to Dominate As a Source Of News

• Among U.S. Adults, Facebook still leads 
every other social site as a source for news, 
primarily due to its large user base, with 
66% of Americans using the site  
– Among those who use Facebook, 68% get 

news from the site.  This equates to 45% of 
total US adults 

• YouTube is now the second most common 
social site used for news
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All Social Platforms Experienced News Use Increases

• While Facebook still dominates as a pathway to news, other 
sites are experiencing much more rapid news user growth

• Three social sites grew their share of users who get news on 
their sites significantly more than other sites – Twitter, 
YouTube and Snapchat

• Growth on these sites follows investments made in their 
news usability

– Twitter benefitted from political posts, promotions and 
expanding live streaming partnerships

– YouTube expanded YouTube TV and added a breaking news 
summary on its homepage

– Snapchat expanded its portfolio of Discover publishers to CNN, 
NBC, NYT among others 
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Social Sites’ News User Demographics Vary Significantly

• Key differences exist in the demographic compositions of each social site’s news users
– Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat news users are more likely to be female

– Instagram and Snapchat are dominated by younger news users, with 51% of Instagram and 82% of Snapchat 
news users being under age 30.  This is in contrast to FB news users, where only 25% are under age 30

– Instagram and Snapchat are also the most ethnically diverse, with 68% of Instagram and 73% of Snapchat’s 
news users being nonwhite
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Rapid Growth Of Social Messaging Leads To Increased Focus From News

• The biggest social messaging apps now exceed 3.5B 
monthly active global users.  Among just FB Messenger 
and WhatsApp, 60 billion messages are processed daily

– People increasingly prefer to not share content on big public 
networks with large followings, but rather within messaging 
apps where they can have more careful control

– Consumers turn to messaging apps for interaction and 
discovery - trading emojis, digital stickers, GIFs, video clips, 
photos, news, and video calls

– Through ‘Messenger Kids’, Facebook is launching a pipeline for 
kids to become regular users of messaging services, an 
indication of growth for decades to come

• Using FB Messenger as a source of news is on the rise in 
the US (#4 social source for news), leading to increased 
attention from Publishers
– CNN, WSJ, BuzzFeed, The Economist, Quartz and the Guardian 

have all been pioneering new experiences and a new tone of 
voice through messaging platforms

Sources: techcrunch.com June 2017
Reuters Journalism Trends and Predictions 2017 and Reuters Digital News Report 2017
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Social Network and Messaging Services
Global Monthly Active Users

Social Messaging As A Pathway to News in U.S.
% US adults who use FB Messenger and % US adults who use it for news



Preparing For 2018’s Social Media Predictions

• In the past year, many significant stories involved social media: Facebook lured Snapchat users 
to Instagram, the President communicated policy positions in 140 characters and Apple 
announced plans to alter the way we experience the world with our mobile devices

• Social media is poised to create even more news disruption in 2018 as a number of new 
technological advancements go mainstream and as social norms related to social media change

• We need to prepare NOW for this rapidly changing landscape as we plan for the future as 
multiple trends impact users and brands alike are strengthening and accelerating

• What lies ahead??
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Social Media Trends That Will Take Over in 2018

1. Rapid shift from Mobile-Friendly to Mobile-First small screen content customized for social
– Mobile will continue to dominate the majority of social platform usage and reshaping desktop content is no longer 

sufficient.  By 2020, it's predicted that 59% of U.S. users will access Facebook through mobile exclusively. Content must 
be designed at the start for mobile or audiences (and advertisers) will go elsewhere

– News providers must recognize that social news content requires an even higher degree of audience-relevant, 
multimedia content with its own distinctive look/feel/voice to capture the limited attention spans created by social 
feeds   

2. Video, video, video
– In 2017, 90% of all content shared by users on social media was video and video generated 1200% more shares than text 

and images combined
– Rapid expansion of live video streaming will continue, with companies sharing more compelling live, experiential content 

through key social platforms to capture and hold the attention of followers, who watch live streams 3x longer  
– Mobile video will take an even more prominent place in social strategy as new video features are introduced by social 

platforms
• Facebook is set to launch their ‘Watch’ tab, which lets users discover new video content from outside of their 

newsfeed, create watchlists and follow shows created by selected artists and brands 
• Facebook Spaces will go mainstream as an interactive VR social application  

Sources: Enterpreneur.com Sept 2017; Forbes Community Council August 2017; Reuters Journalism Trends and Predictions 2017; Reuters Digital News Report 2017; Inc.com August 2017; AdWeek Sept 2017, 
socialmediahq.com Feb 2017
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Social Media Trends That Will Take Over in 2018

3. Rise of augmented reality
– With the iPhone 8 and X incorporating AR technology, iPhones now provide millions with extraordinary and easy AR 

capabilities and  experiences.  With Apple’s backing, AR is poised to finally breakout and change how we interact with 
the world

– While AR will have an initial impact on gaming, social is expected to quickly follow and other large bets are 
anticipated from both Facebook/Instagram through its Camera Effects Studio and Snapchat recently launched new 
AR features with AR Bitmoji, Art and Sky Filters

4. News expansion through social messaging - the Bots are coming
– With both the high level of popularity among consumers and increasing marketing focus from brands, news sources   

will be building their focus on connecting with consumers through messaging platforms in the year ahead to 
personalize news, rather than relying only on large, reach-all social news feeds

• Among Publishers, 56% say Facebook Messenger will be important or very important part of their offsite initiatives, with 53% 
saying the same for WhatsApp and 49% for Snapchat

– Enabled by AI, voice interfaces, smart speakers and chatbots, publishers can deliver instant, personalized, real-time 
interactions and human-like conversations that simplify tasks and build relationships through messaging platforms.  
Over 30,000 bots have been created on the Facebook Messenger platform since it launched
• News-based bots are shifting the landscape, enabling providers to give rapid updates on the news, provide answers to questions 

from users about news, give suggestions for other articles, and publish updates on particular social media accounts when it 
receives new articles. 
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Social Media Trends That Will Take Over in 2018

5. Continued rise of ephemeral, in-the-moment social content with Instagram and Facebook Stories

– Initiated by Snapchat, other social platforms have followed with their own versions of snackable, short-lived content 
capabilities that have generated large followings of highly-engaged, FOMO users.  Instagram Stories already has 200 
million users.  These mobile-first platforms are critical ways to reach younger news readers under 30 that brands need 
to factor into their plans

6. Social live video hangouts become commonplace as the ‘internet’s living room’ 
– ‘Houseparty’ is a live video hangout platform used by over one million people each day (60% under age 24) for 20 million 

minutes and has become the closest thing to being with friends in person.  The platform is so successful that Facebook 
is reportedly investigating ways to create a similar functionality within their platform in 2018

7. Increased focus on Generation Z as the first ‘true digital native’ generation comes of age and 
replaces Millennials as the youngest news consumers

– The oldest Gen Z’ers are now 22 years old, entering the labor force with increased, long-term buying power.  They are 
poised to have an impact on the digital news landscape as their heavy reliance on mobile and all forms of social, 
combined with their role as digital innovators, will further push the expectations and boundaries of the social news 
world
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Future Of Intersection of Journalism and Technology:
What Are Journalists Predicting?
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Mobile websites are ready for reinvention.  Digital native news organizations have developed their own voice for web.  Now it’s 
time to bring on mobile-native experiences and content.  -Priya Ganapati, Vox Media Executive Editor

Building a coherent core digital identity.  Our consumers will know us by the design choices we make, the frequency and 
character of our push alerts, what we do on social, how we monetize, how we market, and which technologies and platforms we 
choose to pursue.  -Julia Beizer, Huffington Post Head of Product

Making it easy for consumers.  It’s not about dumbing down or giving up on context, it’s about learning a new grammar that 
works on a small screen in a distributed world.  -Nathalie Mali, BBC Mobile Editor

Making live video we can love.  While audiences crave an authentic and fresh video experience, it seems like they are getting a 
lot of pundits and journalists simply talking at them.  -Dan Colarusso, Reuters Digital Executive Editor

Messaging apps go mainstream.  Journalists, newsrooms and Editors will tell stories using the language of messaging apps –
stickers, emojis, gifs, vertical video.  -Samantha Barry, CNN Executive Producer Social & Emerging Media

Snapchat grows up.  Organizations that aren’t on Snapchat Discover will go beyond the experimental phase on Stories.  The 
remaining skeptics won’t be around much longer.  - Rubina Madan Fillion, The Intercept Director of Audience Engagement

Moving deeper than the machine of clicks.  Sites will explore further what it means to allow readers to be more active, giving 
their audience more expression and the ability to take part in a two-way conversations.  -Kawandeep Virdee, Medium.com 
Product & Designer

Nieman Lab Predictions for Journalism 2017


